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It's never too early in the wedding planning process to start talking about your guest list. Before you announce that you have 250 people and start verbally inviting people, it is a good idea to sit down with your fiance and answer the following questions. First, make sure you and your fiance are on the same page. Have you always dreamed of a small intimate
wedding or a huge bash? Can you imagine a guest list of 30 or 300? Until you have the reception and ceremony venues are complete, you won't know how big the guest list can be. However, it is a good idea at this stage of the game to start counting family and your closest friends and get an idea of how many basic invites you have. After all, if you have 60
basic invites, you should probably forget about a charming chapel that only seats 50. Now is also a good time to discuss the rules. If you're uncomfortable inviting ex-girlfriends or ex-boyfriends, even if your fiance is on friendly terms with them, talk now. These are other people to consider for an exception: ChildrenPlus-one guests for single people (something
that really can up your expenses) People who tend to drink too much, especially if you're not close to them anywayBusiness dating, of which one of you are estranged If your parents are paying the bill, you should talk to them about how many people they want to invite. Some sensitive talks may be needed here if they have 100 people, but you would like to
have a small wedding or vice versa. If you and your fiance are paying, or all chipped, sensitivity is still ok, but it will probably be easier for you to call the shots. Make sure you have developed a wedding budget and talked about who pays for every part of your wedding. Once you set your budget, be realistic. How many people can you afford to invite? Ask
yourself if it's more important to have a lot of people, or to treat fewer people with elegant food with all the trimmings? Remember that no matter your style, every extra person will add to your bottom line. If you are on a tight budget, a smaller wedding is probably the way to go. Once you have received these preliminary questions aside and decided where you
have both the ceremony and reception, you will know how many guests you want to invite. The next step is deciding how many invitations to give each of your parents. Traditionally, invitations are divided into two families in two parts. However, if the bride and groom have the same group of friends, you can give each parent a third of the invitations by booking
a third for yourself. You and your fiance should sit down and start naming (and collecting addresses!) that make up your part of the guest list. It is best to be organized from the beginning and through programs like Excel, or online wedding guest managers and such as one per knot. The first weeks of engagement can feel clean Between admiring your
wedding ring and sharing good news with friends and family, this is an exciting time! Then reality hits, you have a wedding plan! Where do you even start? For many couples, the whole process starts with a list of wedding guests. Who you invite on your big day will affect your budget, your place, and maybe even the timing of your wedding. While it may seem
simple enough to make a list of your loved ones, it is a task that can quickly spiral out of control, especially when parents are involved and you realize that your friends and family can exceed your budget. And unlike many other wedding planning tasks, this is one that you and your fiance can't pass on to the planner. Creating a guest list should not dampen
your glow after engaging. To help you navigate the task with ease, we have enlisted the advice of wedding experts and newlyweds across the country. With this one stop shop organizational tools and practical tips, you'll have everything you need to win the guest list and get on with planning your dreams wedding! DetailsWedding's wedding guest list
invitations traditionally don't go out until six to eight weeks before the wedding, when (hopefully) you'll already have most of your wedding planned, but well before that, you should still know roughly how many people will attend. That's why wedding experts recommend prioritizing the task soon after the engagement begins. You can't find a place or design a
budget without knowing how many people you invite or maybe in attendance, says Lisa Thomas, wedding planner with Ooh! Events in Charleston, S.C. This is Task One After Engagement! Your wedding guest list will affect all the feeling of your wedding: Do you want an intimate destination romance with just a close family in attendance? Have you ever
imagined a massive explosion with friends from every era of your life? Every name you put on this list will affect your event. One study of psychologists from the University of Denver even suggests that the size of your wedding can predict how long your marriage will last! What is the average number of guests at a wedding? The average wedding in 2014 had
136 guests, for in addition to 149 guests in 2009.A CNN Money article reports that couples budget an average of $204 per guest. This TIME article claims that the average bride and groom spends $66 per guest on food and drink alone. Keep calm and mind Your MannersToday couples tend to be more focused on creating a curated list than catering to
everyone they know, but it's still too easy to inadvertently offend someone important to them. Planner Lisa Thomas says it's a careful balance that couples are trying to achieve. In the past, you've invited your whole family, she says. Now, people are much more in tune with creating an intimate and special experience, and more selective about who they invite.
Of course does not mean that families still do not have a voice in many cases. Wedding planner Tara Gerard, Tara Gerard Gerard notes that although the bride's mother often managed the guest list in the old days, now it is a much more collaborative effort. Today it is more of a joint venture between two families and their joint lists, Gerard explains. One thing
that hasn't changed? The potential for sticky situations. Here are some common complications: Dealing with excessive requests from parents What to do with the work of friendsHandling destination weddingInviting childrenInviting guests to the ceremony only or reception-onlyBlogger Alison Feller, who will marry her fiance on September 26, 2015 asked her
married friends at the beginning of the process of the design approach to navigate the guest list. When we first started planning the wedding, I asked a ton of married friends to tell me two things: the best part of their wedding, and what would they do differently if they could do it again, she says. So many people said they would invite fewer people because
they spent so much of their wedding night greeting people like their mom's accountant or their father's cousin rather than dancing with their friends. We were very aware of this and knew that we only want the people we absolutely love at the wedding. How do I get started at your Guest ListReady wedding to get started? Here's how to build your list and then
some practical tips from our experts: Sit down with your fiance to seriously talk about both your visions for the wedding (think about size, location, and overall feeling). First of all, you want to make sure you are on the same page! With your budget and the perfect wedding size in mind, come up with a target number of guests. Create a list of potential guests
by dividing the list into levels. Level 1 includes people who need to be invited; Level 2 includes people you really would like to invite; Level 3 includes people you feel you should invite, but maybe you're not so personally concerned. Do your parents or anyone else want to weigh in on the list? If so, ask them to send you their queries. Ask them to use a level
system, and be sure to give them a common number to stick to. Now check out how your list lines up with your original number. If you're older, you may need to start making some cuts! Create some cutting rules. For example, if you haven't spoken to someone for three years or more, you may decide not to invite them. That doesn't mean you're not friends
yet- make a point to get in touch or get together for the weekend after the wedding is over! Plan to have a final list of at least nine to 12 months before your wedding date. Need a little more help to get your list together? Let's go to the experts! Guest List Inspiration and AdviceNow that we have gone through over the basics, let's hear some tips from wedding
professionals and real couples: Create an Excel spread sheet. Gerard, Tara Gerard Souare Getting early is a key factor. Once you have your list (s) completed, keep everything in the Excel sheet and update the RSVPs as they come in. Our best advice is to create a list of masters and be very adamant about keeping it up to date. We instruct customers who
need to narrow down the list, divide their list into levels to decide who stays and who doesn't. Stick to a specific guest count. Lisa Thomas, oh! EventsPars can choose to pay the additional costs that come with the invitation of additional people. The best way to keep the list from rising for the bride and groom is to be difficult and fast by number from the start
and stick to it. They can give each parent a set of invitations, and manage that specific number. Don't overdo it. Hunter McRae, Hunter McRae Photography If you get stressed, catch your breath and get away from it in a few days. Come back with a clear mind. And if you're planning something you're both not super excited or that seems overwhelming, take it
back to the drawing board. It's about enjoying this moment as a couple and not everyone else. Take it online. Blair Menzel, Blogger, Blair Blogs We used the dynamic Google Doc. (Dynamic means that different parts of the table are connected and updated automatically!) We had six tabs: the bride's family, the bride's friends, the groom's family, the groom's
friends, the B-list, and the final head score. Each tab had a spreadsheet with columns for name, address and RSVP yes or no. The final head counting tab automatically calculates how many people we've invited from each tab (so I can't invite friends if I had tens more than my fiance, for example), and who's RSVP'd yes or no. It sounds tricky, but it's actually
a super simple and real-time screensaver! Use dinner. Olivia Ray James, Wedding Photographer Guest List is so difficult. I like to think about it in terms of who we would feel comfortable having to our house for dinner, or spending time with one on one. During the ceremony I want to see and see the sea faces of people with whom I feel comfortable and know
will be in our lives for a long time . The real guest list challenges and how to overcome ThemOne of the most difficult parts of the guest list planning is that the situation no couple is the same, every wedding is different! There's no simple guide to navigating the task, but you can still learn a lot from other experiences. Let's look at the six couples who won the
guest list: We always wanted to have a small wedding. We talked about 25-30 people, but then when we actually started writing our list, it added much faster than expected. We realized that in the end what was important to us was getting married, and who was or wasn't able to be there didn't really matter outside of our immediate family and friends. It was
easy from there. We initially invited 55, but we had to narrow down the list as soon as found out that the maximum our place could accommodate was 40. My family and most of my close friends are in California, which actually worked in our favor, since we knew that most of them would not be able to do so because of short time (we got engaged in February,
got married in May of that year) and cost. Appointment Wedding Guest ListFallon and Joe. May 9, 2015. San Juan, Puerto RicoYS only ran into problems when we created our guest list! We have big families and large circles of friends. In addition, I'm watching almost 150 volunteers at my job, which only made it even more difficult - who are we inviting? Any?
Can we choose without hurting our feelings? We also met after college, so we don't have any mutual childhood or college friends. We sat down together for about an hour and recorded every person we could come up with to invite. (To do this, we scrolled through each of our Facebook friends lists!) Then we cut it in half. Then we cut it in half again, moving
some people to the B list. Adding Associates to ListBlair and Riley. July 31, 2015. Denton, Texas.We are blessed to have a ton of wonderful friends and a very large family and our guest list was gigantic. After meeting with catering, we realized that it was not in our budget to invite as many people as we wanted, and so far the wedding we envisaged.
Honestly, we never wanted a big wedding; we just didn't feel comfortable with reducing our guest list. It was very difficult to find a solution. Our response was to plan a very intimate wedding in Scotland. We have taken our closest relatives and only a few of our closest friends each. Then we came back and had a low-budget, big house party with gumbo, beer
and wine. Everyone had an explosion, and we were able to invite everyone we wanted. It was the best of both worlds. We were able to truly attend with each other and our loved ones during our intimate ceremony abroad and then we were able to chat and celebrate with our friends and family back home without any commitment, stress or worries. It was the
perfect solution for us! The organization of a large guest listHunter and Stratton. August 30, 2013. Eileen Donan Castle, ScotlandBoth sets parents wanted to invite so many people. We were both the first children from our families to get married, so our parents were very excited and proud of the big day. My husband's family is 100 percent Italian, which
means a lot of family and friends... even a lot that we had never met before or my husband did not even remember. It was hard for us to try to shorten the list without overshadowing anyone's feelings. I didn't want to cause any problems with my new-in-laws, so I had my husband (then groom) deliver most of the news to his parents. In addition, our venue had
the maximum number of people it allowed, so it was easy for us to always use this as an excuse. My mother and I argued a lot. Normally, as long as I was respectful and we talked it through, we were able to come up with a solution. Parents and Guest ListAlex and Frank. September 6, 2014. Groton Groton of the biggest challenge was to decide that our
wedding would be adults-only. I always imagined that we would have children at our wedding, but soon we realized that it was impossible. If we had invited the second and third cousins, we would have added 30-plus guests under the age of 12. However, since many of my cousins have children and were traveling from abroad, they thought it was not right to
come without their children and not make it to the event. This caused me a lot of stress since I wanted my cousins to do it, but couldn't go back on my decision not to invite the kids. It was just too much money, plus we didn't feel as if the venue was all that child friendly. Should I add the kids to the guest list ForKaly and Stephen. June 8, 2014. Princeton
Mass.My husband has a huge family and my tiny one so our guest list was very off-balance. He has about 25 cousins, aunts and uncles, and we had to invite them all or not, otherwise it would cause some disagreement in the family. Since our overall list was so limited to start with, it was quite difficult to post this and we ended up having cut some friends.
Since Nick's family was much larger, we also decided to have him in the city where he hails and where most of his family lives, not where we live, so his family will be able to attend. This led to a bit of conflict at the beginning, but luckily he's from an amazing city and with him there's ultimately the best decision we've made. Unbalanced familyAndrea and
Nicholas. October 11, 2014. New Orleans, La.My husband has a huge family and my tiny one, so our guest list was very off-balance. He has about 25 cousins, aunts and uncles, and we had to invite them all or not, otherwise it would cause some disagreement in the family. Since our overall list was so limited to start with, it was quite difficult to post this and
we ended up having cut some friends. Since Nick's family was much larger, we also decided to have him in the city where he hails and where most of his family lives, not where we live, so his family will be able to attend. This led to a bit of conflict at the beginning, but luckily he's from an amazing city and with him there's ultimately the best decision we've
made. Guest tips for ListDon't guests make assumptions. Whether you're a close colleague or a longtime friend, don't think you're invited to a wedding until you've received an oral confirmation or actual invitation. There is nothing more embarrassing than telling a couple that you can't wait for their wedding when they don't intend to invite you. RSVP in a timely
manner. For those planning a wedding, RSVPs are the key to staying organized and planning for the right number of guests. Even if you verbally confirmed your intention to participate, send in a reply card immediately so they have a physical record of your plans. Read the envelope carefully. Which Which except yours, by invitation? This is the only person
who is invited to participate, and if no one has a name on the envelope, prepare for a solo flight. If the invitation also indicates a guest, do not hesitate to invite a date, but never think that you have a plus one, if the invitation is not specified. Be careful with the kids. Did the landlord forget to put your children's names on the invitation? Keep in mind that this
may not have been a mistake. Many couples prefer to have adult-only weddings, so don't assume that tots are invited. Don't take it personally. Maybe you didn't get the invitation, or you got an invitation super late, assuming you were on the dreaded B List. Keep in mind that each couple has their own vision of their wedding as well as budget and seat
restrictions. Be understanding, and congratulate them though. Same.
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